Release Notes for Link version 2016.8.v01.00

Release Date: 8/11/16

Purpose of the release

The version 2016.8.v01.00 release of Link includes new application tiles and updates to existing application tiles and addresses several minor defects. This document outlines the new and modified features included in this release.

The major themes of this release include:

- Three new applications in the Link Marketplace
- One updated application in the Link Marketplace
- Updates to supported browser information in Link

About Link

Link is an intuitive, self-service experience for care providers and their staff that improves administrative workflow to make their work measurably faster and easier.

Supported browsers

Link works best with the following browsers:

- Microsoft Internet Explorer
  - Recommended: versions 10 and 11
  - Supported but not recommended: version 9 (Your user experience may not be as functional on this version.)
  - Note: Use the Tools menu Compatibility View settings to turn off Compatibility View for linkhealth.com and ensure that Display internet sites in Compatibility View is not selected.

- Mozilla Firefox versions 35 and above
- Google Chrome versions 37 and above
- Apple Safari version 7 and above

New applications in the Link Marketplace

We have added the following applications to the Link Marketplace:

- HBMA Complimentary Medical Billing Education
- HBMA Find a Medical Biller
- Optum Intelligent EDI

  Note: Optum Intelligent EDI requires approval. Click Learn More in the Link Marketplace to be taken to an approval form. Once approved, the Optum Intelligent EDI tile will be added to the dashboard.

Modified applications

We have modified the following application in the Link Marketplace.

Updated Care Improvement Plus information

We have updated the version and release date information for Care Improvement Plus in the Link Marketplace. The updated version is 8.3 and the new release date is 3/30/2016.
Enhancements to Link functionality

**Browser information updated in Link FAQs**

The question that appears in the Link FAQs before and after users log in (Which browsers work best for Link?) has been updated.

**Browser compatibility page updated**

When users attempt to access Link with a browser that is not compatible with Link, they now see a PDF document explaining Link browser compatibility and how to turn compatibility settings off for Microsoft Internet Explorer browsers.